
January 5, 2016

LATE ORDER

Motion by Emily Dexter that given that the School Committee had to vote on a major decision about 
standardized testing on the last day of the 2015 session because frightening bomb threats prevented 
earlier consideration, and that the timing of this vote made it impossible to have thorough discussion, a 
second reading, or reconsideration; given that four of our twelve elementary or upper schools will be 
moving buildings this winter; and given that the majority of districts that took the MCAS last year will 
also not be administering the PARCC this spring, also forgoing the  opportunity to be “held harmless” 
for the results; I move that the School Committee direct the Superintendent to contact DESE 
immediately to inform them that CPS, unfortunately, will not be able to administer the PARCC 
exam this spring for the following reasons and any other reasons raised by the Committee:

1. Four of our 12 elementary or upper schools will be moving buildings this winter, which will 
require considerable reorientation for our students and teachers, thereby reducing the learning time 
required to teach our students the skills and material specified in the state standards.  This 
widespread loss of learning time will make it extremely difficult to orient all our students to the 
new test, which will make the results an unreliable measure of our students’ actual abilities.

2. The PARCC exam will be a timed test, which will be very stressful for our most emotionally 
vulnerable students if administered without sufficient preparation.

3. CPS is currently a Level 2 district; thus we are in no imminent danger of state intervention. 

4. Only 3 of our schools are scheduled to take the exam in the computer format, which reduces the 
advantage of taking the PARCC as practice for future online testing.

5. CPS has engaged in numerous initiatives over the past four years, and teachers have requested, on 
multiple occasions, that the pace of change be slowed and that they be consulted before decisions 
are made.  The CEA rarely makes an explicit request of the School Committee, but in this case did 
request that the Committee decline the PARCC for this spring.

6. The majority of districts that took the MCAS last year will also not be administering the PARCC 
this spring; this decision is in no way contrary to that made by other Massachusetts districts.

7. Input from our community was overwhelming in opposition to administering the PARCC this 
spring.

8. DESE gave MCAS districts the option of requesting an extension to the December 18th deadline to 
notify DESE about their testing decision, which makes this a reasonable request that is also 
possible for DESE to implement if notified immediately. 


